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degrees until the settled pulp has been brought into suspension, so that there is no danger of the arms being broken. The Dorr agitator is said to-be well adapted for continuous agitation, as the vat cannot become partly filled with settled sand during agitation. The tanks used (e.g., 30 feet diameter by 12 feet deep) are of small depth, so that the air pressure required is small.. The arms revolve at from 1 to 4 revolutions per minute.
Filtration of Slime. — Slime niters are classified by G. J. Young as follows :—1
I.  Vacuum or suction filters.
A.  Appliances  using  a  thin slime-cake  and  practically  continuous
in their action (Oliver and Ridgway filters).
B.  Appliances  using  a  thick slime-cake  and intermittent in  their
action (Moore and Butters filters).
II.  Pressure filters, in which greater pressure is used than is possible
with vacuum filters.
G. Ordinary filter presses (Johnson and Dehne presses).
D.  Sluicing filter presses (the Men-ill filter press).
E.  Filtering  chambers  or  cylinders ;   filters in which  the filtering
basket is  enclosed in a cylinder (Burt,  Kelly,  and Sweetland filter presses).
III. Centrifugal filters.   (No examples of these are given.)
Brief descriptions of most of these filters are given below.
The Moore Vacuum- Filler.*~~-r]?hi8 is the oldest of the vacuum slime filters. It consists of a series of parallel plates or leaves. Each leaf is simply a light framework with canvas on both sides, and is of great dimensions, 20 feet by 4 feet, or later 10 feet by 5 feet. A suction pipe and also two* pressure pipes communicate with, the interior. When a vacuum is formed the canvas sides are prevented from, collapsing by wooden strips and wire netting. A number of these leaves (4(.) in later practice) are hung (4- inches apart) from a steel frame, forming a " basket " or unit. The basket hangs by cables from, an overhead traveller, and can be raised or lowered. The suction pipes communicate with one main pipe.
hi operation the filter basket is lowered into the vat containing the thin slime, so as to be submerged, and the vacuum pump started. The slime is agitated to prevent settling. After one or two hours a cake of slime of f inch to .1 inch thick is formed on both the outer surfaces of each leaf, and during this time the pump is continuously discharging clear gold solution. The basket is then lifted out of the vat and transferred to a vat containing weak cyanide solution, which, is drawn through, the cakes for washing purposes for twenty minutes. The washing is finished by ten minutes' immersion in a vat of wash-water with continuous pumping. The basket is then lifted out and run. over the discharge hopper, and after the cakes are dry the suction is for the first time discontinued and a blast of air forced, into the leaves,
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